NORSK
NEVROPSYKOLOGISK
FORENING

VELKOMMEN TIL 20 ÅRS JUBILEUMSMØTE I NNF
7.– 9. september 2016 på Quality Hotel Expo på Fornebu.
Det er en stor glede å annonsere at påmeldingen nå er åpnet for NNFs jubileumskonferanse 7.–9. september.
Vi satser storslagent denne gangen, med ikke mindre enn 8 hovedforelesere med stor internasjonal bredde
og tyngde. Det vil også være fire inviterte symposier der norske kolleger bidrar til å formidle forskningsområder
der de selv er viktige bidragsytere. Styret i NNF ønsker å legge til rette for et jubileumsmøte som både
synliggjør foreningens og fagets historie, og som peker fremover. Som seg hør og bør i et jubileumsår skal vi
også feire med underholdning, glimt fra tidligere arrangementer, mottakelse, festmiddag og utnevnelse av
æresmedlem. Rammene rundt sensommermøtet lover godt i moderne lokaler rett ved Oslofjorden på Fornebu.
Vi gleder oss til å se hver og en av dere der. Velkommen til stormøte!

PROGRAM
ONSDAG 7. SEPTEMBER
Kl. 1100–1145
Kl. 1145–1315

Åpning
Cognitive progress and moral progress
James R. Flynn, Professor Emeritus of Political Studies at the University of Otageo in
Dunedin, New Zealand
Kl. 1315–1430
Lunsj
Kl. 1430–1600
Parallelle sesjoner:
		Symposium 1: Improvements in clinical methods
		
Symposieleder: Prof. Jens Egeland
		
Symposium 2: Challenges in diagnosis of people with mild cognitive impairment
		
Symposieleder: Prof. Erik Hessen
Kl. 1600–1630
Pause
Kl. 1630–1800
It´s not only the injury that matters, but also the kind of head
Jennie Ponsford, Professor, Monash University, Director of the Monash-Epworth Rehabilitation
Research Centre, Australia
Kl. 1815–1900
Årsmøte NNF
Kl. 1930–		Mottakelse Engineerum, Aker museum

TORSDAG 8. SEPTEMBER
Kl. 0900–0930
Kl. 0930–1030

Underholdning
The neuropsychology of auditory hallucinations
Kenneth Hugdahl, Professor, University of Bergen
Kl. 1030–1045
Pause
Kl. 1045–1145
Neurocognitive deficits in bipolar disorder: Implications for understanding emotion disturbance
Sheri L. Johnson, Professor, University of California, Berkeley, USA
Kl. 1145–1200
Pause
Kl. 1200–1300
Brain plasticity during development
Bryan Kolb, Professor of Neuroscience and Board of Governors, Chair in Neuroscience,
University of Lethbridge, Canada
Kl. 1300–1400
Lunsj
Kl. 1400–1445
Underholdning
Kl. 1445–1615
Parallelle sesjoner:
		Symposium 3: Pay attention to ADHD symptoms
		
Symposieleder: Prof. Astri Lundervold
		
Symposium 4: The neuropsychology of chronic pain
		
Symposieledere: Prof. Nils Inge Landrø & Prof. Merete Glenne Øie
Kl. 1615–1630
Pause
Kl. 1630–1645
Utnevnelse av æresmedlem i NNF
Kl. 1645–1715
Historiske perspektiver v/ nytt æresmedlem
Kl. 1930

Festmiddag

FREDAG 9. SEPTEMBER
Kl. 0930–1100

Kl. 1100–1130
Kl. 1130–1300
Kl. 1300–1400
Kl. 1400–1600
Kl. 1600–1615

Aging starts in the womb – factors influencing brain and cognition through the lifespan
Anders Fjell & Kristine Beate Walhovd, Professors, University of Oslo, Research Group for
Lifespan Changes in Brain and Cognition (LCBC), Norway
Pause
Short- and long-term outcomes after pediatric traumatic brain injury
Jacobus Donders, Chief Psychologist at Mary Free Bed Rehabilitation Hospital, USA
Lunsj
Presentasjon av nye doktorgrader
Avslutning

HOVEDFORELESERE JUBILEUMSKONFERANSE
Onsdag 7. – fredag 9. september 2016 Quality Expo Hotel, Fornebu
Cognitive progress and moral progress
James R. Flynn, Professor Emeritus of Political Studies at University of Otageo in Dunedin, New Zealand
http://www.psychometrics.cam.ac.uk/about-us/directory/jim-flynn
James Robert Flynn is professor emeritus of political studies at the University of Otago in Dunedin, New Zealand.
He is famous for his research into the nature of intelligence and the forces mediating increases in intelligence over
time in modern societies, increases called the Flynn-effect. He has documented the environmental causes of
intelligence differences between blacks and whites. Although reached the age of 82, he is still active in research.
His last book, «Intelligence and human autonomy» was published in the spring of 2016.

It's not only the injury that matters, but also the kind of head
Jennie Ponsford, Professor Monash University, Director of the Monash-Epworth Rehabilitation Research Centre
https://www.monash.edu/research/people/profiles/profile.html?sid=244&pid=2619
Jennie Ponsford is Professor of neuropsychology and Director of Clinical Programs in the School of Psychological
Sciences at Monash University and Director of the Monash-Epworth Rehabilitation Research Centre at Epworth
Hospital in Melbourne. She has investigated outcomes following traumatic brain injury, factors predicting
outcome, including return to work and study and the efficacy of rehabilitative interventions to improve outcome.
She has published over 200 journal articles and book chapters, as well as two books on rehabilitation following
traumatic brain injury. She is Past-President of the International Neuropsychological Society, the International Association for
the Study of Traumatic Brain Injury and the Australian Society for the Study of Brain Impairment (ASSBI). She serves on the
Executive Board of the International Brain Injury Association and ASSBI. In 2013 she was awarded the Robert L. Moody prize
for Distinguished Initiatives in Brain Injury and Rehabilitation and in 2015 the INS Paul Satz career mentoring award.

The neuropsychology of auditory hallucinations
Kenneth Hugdahl, Professor, University of Bergen
http://www.uib.no/en/persons/Hugdahl
Kenneth Hugdahl is Professor of biological psychology at the Department of Biological and Medical Psychology
at the University of Bergen, and the head of the Bergen fMRI-Group. His main research interests are cognitive
neuroscience and fMRI, hemispheric asymmetry and dichotic listening, cognitive dysfunction in schizophrenia,
and neurobiology of auditory hallucinations. He has published over 300 articles in all major journals in his field
of research, and 6 books, among them the classic 3-volume edited volumes on hemispheric asymmetry by MIT
Press and the Psychophysiology – the Mind-Body Perspective textbook by Harvard University Press.

Brain plasticity during development
Bryan Kolb, Professor of Neuroscience and Board of Governors, Chair in Neuroscience, University of Lethbridge
https://www.uleth.ca/artsci/neuroscience/dr-bryan-e-kolb
Bryan Kolb is a native of Calgary, Canada and is currently a Professor in the Department of Neuroscience at the
University of Lethbridge, Canada, where he has been since 1976. He received his PhD from Pennsylvania State
University in 1973 and did postdoctoral work at the U of Western Ontario and the Montreal Neurological
Institute. His recent work has focused on the development of the prefrontal cortex and how neurons of the
cerebral cortex change in response to various developmental factors including hormones, experience, stress,
drugs, neurotrophins, and injury, and how these changes are related to behaviour. Bryan Kolb has published 5 books, including
two textbooks with Ian Whishaw (Fundamentals of Human Neuropsychology, 7th Edition; Introduction to Brain and Behavior,
5th Edition), and over 375 articles and chapters. Kolb is a Fellow of the Royal Society of Canada. He is currently a member
of the Canadian Institute for Advanced Research program in Child Brain Development.

Neurocognitive deficits in bipolar disorder: Implications for understanding emotion disturbance
Sheri L. Johnson, Professor, University of California, Berkeley
http://psychology.berkeley.edu/people/sheri-johnson
Johnson is Professor of psychology at the University of California Berkeley and Director of the Cal Mania (Calm)
Program. She has conducted research on psychological facets of bipolar disorder over the past twenty years with
funding from NARSAD, the National Institute of Health, and the National Science Foundation. She has published
over 200 manuscripts. Her six co-authored books include Bipolar Disorder for the Newly Diagnosed, Psychological
Treatment of Bipolar Disorder, and a best-selling textbook on Abnormal Psychology (Wiley). She is the President for
the Society for Research in Psychopathology. She is a Fellow of the American Psychological Society, the Academy for Behavioral
Medicine Research, and the Association for Behavioral and Cognitive Therapies.

Aging starts in the womb – factors influencing brain and cognition through the lifespan
Kristine B. Walhovd & Anders M. Fjell, Professors, University of Oslo, Research Group for Lifespan Changes in Brain and
Cognition (LCBC)
http://www.sv.uio.no/psi/english/people/aca/kristbw/
http://www.sv.uio.no/psi/personer/vit/andersmf/
www.oslobrains.no
Kristine B. Walhovd is Professor of neuropsychology at the Department of Psychology, University of Oslo.
Together with Anders M. Fjell, she leads the Research Group for Lifespan Changes in Brain and Cognition (LCBC),
currently consisting of about 25 faculty, post docs, PhD students and RAs. LCBC was in 2015 chosen as one of
University of Oslo’s five world leading research groups. The focus of Walhovd’s research is how cognitive functions
develop and change through the lifespan, the brain correlates for these changes, and factors that causes them.
Most studies are done on healthy participants, but also different biomedical risk factors and diseases are researched. Walhovd has
published more than 140 research articles, and is a member of The Norwegian Academy of Science and Letters.
Anders M. Fjell is Professor of cognitive psychology at the Department of Psychology, University of Oslo.
Together with Kristine B. Walhovd, he leads the Research Group for Lifespan Changes in Brain and Cognition
(LCBC), currently consisting of about 25 faculty, post docs, PhD students and RAs. LCBC was in 2015 chosen
as one of University of Oslo’s five world leading research groups. The focus of Fjell’s research is how cognitive
functions develop and change through the lifespan, the brain correlates for these changes, and factors that causes
them. Most studies are done on healthy participants, but also different biomedical risk factors and diseases are researched. Fjell has
published more than 140 research articles.

Short- and long-term outcomes after pediatric traumatic brain injury
Jacobus Donders, Chief Psychologist at Mary Free Bed Rehabilitation Hospital
http://www.maryfreebed.com/about-us/psychologists/
Dr. Jacobus Donders is the Chief Psychologist at Mary Free Bed Rehabilitation Hospital in Grand Rapids, MI.
He is board-certified in Clinical Neuropsychology, Pediatric Clinical Neuropsychology, and Rehabilitation
Psychology through the American Board of Professional Neuropsychology. In addition to being an active clinical
practitioner, he has served on multiple editorial and executive boards, has authored or co-authored more than
100 publications in peer-reviewed journals, and has co-edited four books. Dr. Donders is a current associate
editor of the journals Child Neuropsychology and Archives of Clinical Neuropsychology. He is a Fellow of the American Psychological
Association and of the National Academy of Neuropsychology. His main interests include validity of neuropsychological tests and
prediction of outcome after brain injury.
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PÅMELDING OG PRIS
Påmelding skjer via Norsk Psykologforenings kursavdeling; klikk her.
Deltakeravgifter er følgende:
Medlem av NPF kr 4950 inkludert festmiddag torsdag 8. september, kr 4200 uten festmiddag.
Ikke-medlem kr 5450 inkludert festmiddag torsdag 8. september, kr 4700 uten festmiddag.
Pensjonister og studenter kr 3450 inkludert festmiddag torsdag 8. september, kr 2700 uten festmiddag.

LOKALER OG HOTELL
Jubileumsmøtet gjennomføres på Quality Hotel Expo på Fornebu; Quality Hotel Expo
Deltakere bestiller selv hotellrom ved å oppgi Referanse 51114 og Norsk Nevropsykologisk Forening,
enten via e-post: booking.expo@choice.no eller telefon 67117070.
Pris enkeltrom: Kr 1201
Pris dobbeltrom: Kr 1404

MOTTAKELSE OG BESPISNING ONSDAG KVELD
Onsdag 7. september avholdes mottakelse i Engineerum, Aker museum, kostnadsfritt for deltakere.
De som ønsker å spise middag på hotellet onsdag kveld, gjør det for egen regning. For å være sikker på å få bord,
anbefaler vi at man bestiller bord samtidig som man bestiller hotellrom.

